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Check out coupons on page 30 inside
 this catalog for some extra savings!

Details on this highly
atticipated book on page 21!
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PAYMENT METHOD:

 MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ __________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City __________________________________ State ___________________

Zip _____________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) ____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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House Of Magic Presents...
Buma’s

Ju-Ju Man
AKA Shamanisim

Meets Buma
• An original Shamanistic effect,

demonstrating the power and reach of
the spirit world and those that abide
there.

• Being a limited production of 30
handcrafted Ju-Ju Sets.

• Fully designed, crafted, illustrated and
routined by Buma.

• All the routines can be mastered in
minutes, includes 3 bonus routines.

• Each Ju-Ju is hand cast by Buma, giving
the appearance of earthen mud and grass.

• Also included are several hand cast bone like Skull Pins by Buma.
• Both the Ju-Ju’s and the Skull Pins are fully examinable by the audience.
• Buma’s Ju-Ju is totally self working in nature, just as Buma designed it to be.
• Shipped complete ready for your performance.

Performer introduces two 6-inch Ju-Ju Men from a bag. Both Ju-Ju men feature
aged red markings on various parts of their anatomy—such as their head, arm,
groin, hand, knee, ankle and chest.

A draw string bag is now removed from the same bag, it contains two Skull Pins.
The performer proceeds to tell how Ju-Ju Men are crafted by Shaman from the

mud and dried grass of ancient West African
burial grounds.

The performer hands a Ju-Ju Man and a Skull
Pin to one of the spectators, the performer
takes his Ju-Ju Man and places it back into
the bag so as to remove it from view.  The
performer then takes the second Skull Pin and

proceeds to place it into the bag and stick it into one of
the X’s on the Ju-Ju Man.

Now it’s the turn of the spectator to randomly stick
their Skull Pin into any of the X’s on their Ju-Ju Man
(no force is used). The performer now removes his Ju-
Ju Man from the bag. To the spectator’s amazement,
the Skull Pin is seen pierced in the same location as
the spectator’s free choice on their Ju-Ju Man.

Limited Edition (30 Sets)...$150     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=112&products_id=113234
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Brand New From Gimpy

Jimmy Finger’s
Choppo

This is the one everyone has been
waiting for! Finally you have an arm
chopper that is completely safe, fool-
proof, lightweight and a total
mindblower! Jimmy Fingers has kept
this effect to himself for several years
until now.

The worlds' only ungimmicked
arm chopper!

It is built in American Walnut with Maple inlay and a stainless steel blade. And get
this—It is totally examinable—there is nothing to find—hand everything
out for examination! Talk about packs small, plays big!

Dimensions are 12 x 15-inches and it weighs about 5 pounds.

Here's what you get:
•  Choppo, hallmarked and numbered
•  Stainless steel blade with polished Walnut handle
•  Custom cardboard carrying case with foam lining
•  Double boxed shipping

On April 21st, we enjoyed our
annual business powwow with
Gimpy and his beautiful wife, Patti!
This is the fun part about being a
magic dealer, fellowship and the
creative process of coming up with
new ideas for future products.
Needless to say, each time we
meet, (as many of you are well
aware), great products follow from
Gimpy—whether they be his own

brain child or with collaboration—we look forward to continuing our relationship
with Gimpy and bringing his fine products to you—like this Jimmy Finger’s
Choppo!

Wonderful, Mini Illusion!  $395     + shipping & handling

Mark, Gimpy & Joe

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113186
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These Do The Work For You

Dave Powell’s Victorian
Add A Number Pad

This ingenious prop is entirely made from
scratch, this is not a modified desk pad.  The
Victorian Add A Number is made from
Solid walnut, hand-polished chrome and
pewter with stainless steel ball chain.

A sealed envelope which contains a prediction
is sitting in plain sight. You then pull out a small
writing pad and ask a spectator to jot down a
three-digit number. He then gives the pad to
someone else who, in turn, writes down a three-
digit number. After a third person from the
audience has done this, you take the pad and
pass it on to a fourth person on the other side
of the room. You ask him to add up the three

sets of numbers that were chosen at random. To the astonishment of your audience
the sum of those three sets of numbers is equal to the number that you predicted,
written on a piece of paper sealed in the envelope in full view all the time.

This wonderful utility prop looks like something you would see on a Doctor or
lawyers desk but it's specially made to switch numbers, letters words, etc. Completely
self-working.

$165     s&h incl.

Joe Berg’s
Menta Card Box

With Super Magnetic Flap Unit!
A spectator is asked to thoroughly shuffle
a deck of cards which is then placed
inside a small box.  The performer never
touches the deck or box once they are
in the spectator’s possession.  The
performer gestures over the box and
then announces the name of the card.  The
box is opened and the top card is removed.  It
is the named card!  The box is again closed and
the miracle is repeated but he now names four or
five cards which all prove to be correct!  The box is finely crafted in select walnut
and is also designed to act as a card box for the vanish, exchange or production of
a card or cards.  Comes complete with Bicycle deck, gimmicks and instructions.
This is more than a card box, it is a utility prop—a timeless wonder guaranteed to
fool the most knowledgeable spectators.

Available Again!  $75     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_13&products_id=111880
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113217
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Voitko Presents...
Double Bar Stool Levitation
Kudos to Viktor Voitko to allow us to offer this
product exclusively to our customers (as well as
himself, of course). My guess is most of you reading
this are already well familiar with the illusion that
was a signature to our good friend Christian
Fechner. Who created and performed the first Bar
Stool Levitation.  What makes this different is the
"double" levitation feature and some options—a lot
of them... Viktor Voitko is truly a consummate
performer and a favorite of many of the staff here
at Stevens Magic Emporium. Simply stated this unit
gives you more! Previous models didn't offer the
varieties that Viktor has incorporated.

Options—Here you go:
•  You can levitate a magician or even an assistant.
•  In some cases even a spectator!
•  You can levitate the balloon only
•  Or perform the levitation of the magician and

    balloon—at the same time.
•  You can choose to perform the levitation "with

    our without" the chair back.

Features:
•  The Double Levitation Bar Stool has a remote

   control.
•  A rechargeable 12V battery.
•  Unit features "on/off" buttons.
•  No threads are used for the levitations of the

   balloon.
•  The Double Bar Stool Levitation has two

   small wheels and small legs, allowing you to
   move the chair just by leaning it back.

If you perform the Bar Stool
Levitation with the chair back, then you can do it with the
all-round visibility—even in the circus!  If you perform it
without the back and with the levitation of the balloon, the
viewing angles is about 120 degrees.  If you perform it without
the back and without the balloon, the viewing angle is about
150 degrees.

Unit comes professionally packaged in a shipping case
for security—For a limited time, the SHIPPING CASE
is FREE!

$4,700     +shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_12&products_id=113142
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Voitko Presents...

Appearing Balloon
From Mouth

One of the greatest effects we have
ever seen from Viktor Voitko...
when the magician takes a fully
blown animal balloon and slowly,
little by little swallows it completely!

Imagine the magician, after
completing swallowing a balloon
reaches into his mouth and just as
slowly—starts to pull out an inflated
balloon!  If you don’t perform the

swallowing balloon—no problem—be different by reversing the sequence and
producing a blown up balloon from your mouth (it’s a lot easier to learn too!)
Either way you do it—it will get a big reaction.

Ask yourself... Do you want to build a reputation?
Do you want to permanently brand yourself?
Do you want to make an unforgettable
impression?  If so—this is how you do it (and you
would happily spend 20 times the amount to achieve
do so).  If you purchase this item—it’s a small price to
pay for the results and awareness you will command
when you perform this illusion.

Even better:
•  The unit is compact and lightweight.
•  Almost inaudible and produces only a very low sound.
•  Works on five AA batteries—universally available.
•  One charge gives you enough for up to 30-35 uses.

You can perform this anywhere—on a stage, on a
platform, in parlor or cabaret settings, at a bar, at a
restaurant, a club, a game, a tradeshow, etc.

$270     s&h incl.

Please Check Our WebsitePlease Check Our WebsitePlease Check Our WebsitePlease Check Our WebsitePlease Check Our Website
For More Wonderful ItemsFor More Wonderful ItemsFor More Wonderful ItemsFor More Wonderful ItemsFor More Wonderful Items

From Viktor VoitkoFrom Viktor VoitkoFrom Viktor VoitkoFrom Viktor VoitkoFrom Viktor Voitko

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_90_56&products_id=113221
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Rich Hill “Gems”

Ebony Jumping Gems
The magician produces two genuine ebony rods
and shows them empty on both sides.  With a
flourish, a gem appears on one of the rods.
The gem is then “tossed” to the other rod.  Tap
the rods together, and now they both have
gems.  Magically transfer one of the gems to
the other rod, and now it has a gem on each
end!  Next, one of the gems travels down the
rod and the rod now has two gems on one
end.  The effect features a color-changing gem,
and finally a beautiful finish—two gems become
six, and six becomes 12 (six on each side).  This
routine looks like real magic... your audiences
will love it!

Featuring large 7mm Sworavski Crystal Jewels, these fine quality Ebony Rods
measure 3.75-inches long and are made from African Ebony.  Inspired by magician,
Josh Silverstein, these Jumping Gems are beautifully, hand-textured for
faultless handling.  A joy to use!  This amazing piece of close-up magic is handcrafted
by Rich Hill.

$83     s&h incl.

Ebony Hot Rod
A wooden rod is shown to have
various collection of colored jewels
embedded in it— 6 on each side.
Spectator selects a color of a jewel,

and now all 12 jewels are the same
color as the selected jewel!

Beautiful mat black finish and textured Ebony
wood with large 3-D eye-popping Swarovski
jewels.  This classic of magic, HAND MADE

by Rich Hills Illusionshop is easy to do and is made in quality materials for your
close up needs. With his attention to the smallest of details, Rich Hill is known for
some of the finest platform and stage illusions.

If you already do the "hot rod" effect, then you know that this impromptu routine
is great but it is difficult to find a finely crafted prop for your presentation. Well no
more!  This easy to handle gem of magic will make you want to perform it on a
regular basis.  Small enough to carry in your shirt pocket, but the gems are large
enough to catch the spectator’s eye.  Simple, detailed instructions and an easy
handling make this a fun and great routine to learn.  This model features the
RUBY Red Finale.  We guarantee you will love it!

$45     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=113211
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=113065
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Dante’s Exclusive
Mutilated
Parasol

Performer shows a parasol with
outstanding bright multi-colors on its
cover.  The parasol is then closed and
wrapped in paper.  The tip and handle
are in full view throughout!  A number
of small separate silks are shown and
vanished!  (ALA change bag). A
magical change is commanded.  The
parasol is taken from the paper and
opened, but minus its colors!  Instead,
separate single silks are now seen
hanging from the tips of the Parasol
ribs!  PLUS, the cover that vanished
is now found in the bag INSTEAD OF
THE SILKS!

We are proud to offer this for the
working professional.  Finest metal
work.  Excellent silks.  Good
engineering.  A complete transposition.
Fast moving action!  Entertainment for
all audiences.  This has the benefits of
both classic and modern magic.

Comes complete with the parasol,
silks and extra cover.  Also comes with
a short DVD that shows “how to set-
up” this effect, much better than
written instructions, which would have
been very hard and boring to
understand and read.

Use your own change bag (DOES
NOT COME WITH A CHANGE
BAG!)

“I have never seen a Mutilated
Parasol as good as this one!”

--Joe Stevens
$595     +shipping & handling

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_91_32&products_id=113187
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Mentalism In Different Ways
Bionik

From David Penn...An examined
dinner knife is signed by the
spectator along the handle.  They
hold onto the handle and can
clearly see that the knife is straight.
All you do is massage the blade
softly causing it to bend at a 45
degree angle.  The bent knife never

leaves the spectator’s hand and can be immediately examined.  This leaves the
spectator with an impossible object that they cannot bend back!

Bionik can also be used to bend the extreme handles of forks or spoons to further
enhance your metal bending routines.

The same straight knife that is signed is the one that bends.  No switches!  NOTHING
concealed in your hands to achieve the bend at anytime.

Precision-made gimmick and instructional DVD included.  Perform it in short sleeves.
Effortless in execution.  Leaves the spectator with an impossible object.

$130     s&h incl.

Jim Kleefeld’s
Room For You

You know as magicians—we are
constantly being asked to perform—
right?  When you go to dinner (or
perform table magic), you want to take
something that’s easy to carry—but
has a big impact.

You show your friend a house plan and
ask them to imagine visiting the house
during a Realtor’s Open  House.  They
choose any entrance and any number
of rooms to walk through.  Wherever
they end up in the house, you show
them that you have predicated
EXACTLY which room it would be!

Easy to do.  Baffling!  Multiple revelations.  Ready to perform.  Perfect for strolling
or table close-up.  Professionally constructed—very modern!

Comes complete with pocket house plan, postcard revelation, business cards and
envelopes included.  Comes with 9-page instructional booklet featuring professional
layout and images.

A Fun Effect To Do!     $23     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113126
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113220
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Truly Unbelievable!
Shared Dreams

Can two people have the same dreams?
Is it possible to have a prediction in a
sealed envelope with the exact dates and
locations or is it just a shared dream?

No wallets.  No electronics devices.  No
pre-show work. Nothing in your
pockets.  Everything happens in front
of people in complete fairness.  No
gimmicks or strange magic props—just
paper and envelopes.

$52     s&h incl.

Missing
Seeing Is Disbelieving!

Missing is much more than just
another gaffed card trick—It’s an
astonishing optical illusion.  Completely
examinable.  Nothing to break.  No difficult
handing.

The stage is set with the asking of a
question: “Have you ever seen magicians
make cards appear and disappear?  Well,
I’ve been practicing that myself, and I’ve
gotten so good in fact, that I’ve only got
one left.”  Suiting actions to words, a card wallet is opened to reveal one solitary
card.  This is a good time to confess that you’re not playing with a full deck!

The card is openly removed from the wallet and can be casually tossed on the
table, or held up on display.  Placing it between a spectator’s palms, you now
attempt to make the card vanish under impossible conditions.  With no switch and
no funny moves—other than the ones you’d like to make—you announce with
confidence that you’ve succeeded...sort of.  When the spectator opens his or her
hands they’ll find that you can honestly claim: “The seven has now vanished... as
have all the clubs!”

As a result of your magical efforts, the spectator will be left holding the strangest
card ever seen—a card completely devoid of its pips and numbers, which have
now inexplicably gone MISSING.  Markings that they would have sworn were
there but a moment ago.

You’re supplied with two cards with different identities, which have been designed
with the utmost precision.  Comes complete with two gimmicked cards, card wallet
and instruction sheet.

Excellent Close-Up & Easy To Carry!    $25     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_42&products_id=113129
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_3&products_id=113168
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Unbelievable!
Thumb Tip Flash
GrGrGrGrGreaeaeaeaeat Net Net Net Net New Price!!w Price!!w Price!!w Price!!w Price!!

Stevens Magic is proud, in association with
Marc Antoine to provide you with this
exclusive and unique device. It features state-
of-the-art electronic circuitry that provides for
an amazingly fresh and intense “BURST” of
light. It’s very important to state we are not

talking about just illumination—but a VISUAL BLAST that enables the magician/
mentalist to provide misdirection and awe-inspiring emotion. Adding a “magic touch”
to your effects has never been easier.

•Professional quality device using state-of-the-art electronics—
      you will be impressed!
•  Rechargeable! Comes with charger.
•  One-Year Warranty
•  Each Charge will provide up to 100 FLASHES!
•  Works with 220/110 Volts
•  No more cumbersome hardware to wear on your body—Flash is totally self-

contained.

Coupon Cannot Be Used With This Item!  $99     s&h incl.

MagicSmith’s
Ignition

Ignition is a key that can penetrate any borrowed
object—a bill, a sugar packet, even a spectator’s
sleeve.  Yet, when you rip the key out, there’s no
hole, no rip and no damage!  You can pass the key
and the borrowed object out IMMEDIATELY for
examination—there’s only one key.  They won’t find
anything because Ignition is a REAL CAR KEY
that can withstand the closest inspection—even by a
locksmith.

Ignition is always on you.  When not in use, it travels inconspicuously on your
key chain.  But, when you’re ready to perform, there’s no fumbling—just detach it
from its quick release carabiner (included) and you’re set to perform.  The handling
is so easy, anyone can learn it in minutes. There’s even a quick start method that
will get you performing immediately.  Ignition can be performed anywhere,
even surrounded.  It’s good for table hoppers, magicians on the go and those spur-
of-the-moment situations when someone asks to “see something.”

Ignition comes with an instructional DVD that teaches three different routines—
Key Through Bill, Key Through Sugar Packet and Key Through Shirt.

$63     s&h incl.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=103_39&products_id=112230
http://www.stevensmagic.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=88_89_43&products_id=113110
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Totally Different With Money
Max Krause’s

One Two Punch
Max stopped by to see us and
showed us his newest creation and
it's a killer.... As you probably already
know Max has some tremdous bill
effects that are trully mind bending...
Which also happens to be the liscense
of plate on the back of his SUV.  An
impossible experience using real US
currency at a phenomenal price!

The magician removes a couple of $1
dollar bills from his wallet or money clip
and has the serial numbers written down
for both of them on a sheet of paper or
dry erase board. He then proceeds to
fold up the two bills and upon opening
them it is found that the two bills have
morphed into a $2 bill!

The magician explains that this $2 bill really is a combination of both bills and
proves it when it is found that the serial number on the $2 bill is the total of the
two $1 bills' serial numbers added up! A real knockout and impossible finish!

One Two Punch comes with all the bills necessary to perform this amazing effect
and also requires basic sleight-of-hand knowledge.

Impossibe—True!    $45     s&h incl.

Monkey Wallet
The Monkey Wallet is a
black, 100% leather skin, front
pocket business card holder.
This wallet is a safe, secure and
stable pocket writing board and
peek wallet.  No more fumbling
while you write.  It still functions
as a normal business card wallet, so
you can take it out in front of your
audience without fear of drawing attention.
The business card compartment is designed so
you can keep your cards in place while performing a
full peek.  Thanks to Walter Davis for giving us this exclusive item.

“Your Monkey Wallet is really cool!”  --Bob Cassidy
  $45     s&h incl.
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What Was That?

Mystery Of  The Saunpan
Thanks to Ben Bader and Bill Montana for
this special item.  Made of solid Cherry wood
and with brass and glass beads.  The
construction is now butt jointed and it is also
brass pinned.  This style of construction has
not been seen in magic props for many years.

The size is 3 x 5 x 1/2-inch (outer dimensions)
and fits nicely into a jacket pocket and includes,
manila coin envelopes, 3 x 5-inch blank index
cards.  The cards are blank so the prediction can be in your own handwriting.

Here is the Basic Effect...An envelope is laid upon the table and a person is
asked to name a number from 1–16, the Mystery Of The Saunpan is removed
from your jacket pocket and that bead is counted to.  This selects the color.  When
the envelope is opened a match is found.

The really nice thing with this model is the device flipping is done as it comes from
the pocket, so there is no fumbling around—it is clean and direct.

Oh, What Fun To Perform!!       $45     s&h incl.

Premonition Box
Deluxe—Bicycle

An ingenious device for any mentalist or
per former—now with a slight
improvement!

You show a beautiful innocent wooden box
that contains several items: dice, pencil, pad
of paper and a deck of Bicycle brand cards.

Explaining that you had a premonition
earlier in the day, you ask a spectator to
simply "think" of ANY of the 52 cards–a
completely free choice. Then you explain
that earlier in the day you removed ONE

of the cards from the deck, as a prediction.  Without adding or taking away any of
the cards, the deck is removed and HANDED TO THE SPECTATOR. The spectator
then culls through the cards, looking for their card. Then the IMPOSSIBLE
HAPPENS. His/Her freely chosen card is NOT in the deck! It is completely
MISSING! The methodology is superb and you will marvel at the secret.

This is not a Brainwave-Invisible Deck Principle.  It’s self-working.  Easy to do.  No
sleights.  No false cuts.  No rough and smooth.  No short cards.  No strippers.  And
instantly repeatable!

$85     s&h incl.
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Clever Utilities
No-Talk PK Ring

2.0
The PK Ring has been a powerful tool in a
magician's arsenal for many years.  This ring is called
the No-Talk PK Ring for silent sleight-ofhand.
Perfect for dry skin in winter weather.  New
improved performance, greater durability and
enhanced design for sleight-of-hand that leaves
nothing to chance. For the magician who wants to
avoid the "clink" and "clank" that ordinary PK rings
can bring to a performance.

Our new model is hand fitted with special rubber guards set in circular channels
that remove the "talk", while letting the strong PK magnet do its work. The rubber
guards also help protect the ring in the case of accidental dropping.  And it looks
cool, too ... like a custom made silver & ebony ring!

Specify Small (18mm), Medium (19mm), Large (20mm), X-Large
(21mm), XX-Large (22/23mm) and XXX-Large (24/25mm).

S, M, L...$45     s&h incl.          XL...$50     s&h incl.

XXL & XXXL...$55     s&h incl.

Blower Gimmick
Inflate a balloon in your hands or with your ear!
Are you kidding?  This gimmick will be a valued
piece of apparatus for any performer that works
with balloons.  Even better it will add a ton of
comedy to your act, with creative routining.

The ideal entrance magic effect for a balloon
routine... You will receive the gimmick with a
password to access the online explanation video.
Easy gimmick to load and unload.  The balloon
may be given to the audience.  You can show your hands
empty.  Imported from France comes with Gimmick and
access to secured instructional video.

$43     s&h incl.

How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...How To Determine Size (mm)...
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Linking Things
The Barbed Wire

Linking Rings
An innovative twist on a staple of magic.  This
is one will grab you and make your audience sit
up and pay attention!  The comedic value is
obvious as you cautiously link and unlink the
barbed wire wires, wearing heavy-duty, work
gloves!  Ouch—The rings get stuck on your
gloves.  Oops—The barbs just linked your
clothing to your spectator’s.  Just as the Linking
Rings is a classic magic effect the Barbed Wire
Linking Rings are destined to be a classic comedy
magic effect.  Complete with gloves, Locking
Barbed Wire Key and two other rings!

$157.50     s&h incl.

Four Nightmares Deluxe
One of our hottest sellers from Tenyo!  A long piece of rope and a short
piece of rope are displayed to the audience.  Then the magician visually stretches
the ropes to equal lengths.  The magician ties the two ropes together.  Then the
knot is miraculously slid off of the rope and the magician is left with one long piece
of rope.  Finally the magician ties one final knot in the middle of the rope.  With no
false moves the loop is slid cleanly off the rope as well, leaving the magician with
a piece of rope in one hand and an endless loop of rope in the other hand.  Comes
complete with step-by-step instructions and specially prepared rope!

$87.50     s&h incl.

HotHotHotHotHot
Item!Item!Item!Item!Item!
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Mentalism At Its Best

Rocky Clements’
The Final Answer

The audience is invited to vocalize important items
necessary for a camping trip. One spectator
announces “water,” the other “matches” and
another “marshmallows.”  The magician writes
down these three words in white chalk.
Immediately after, the magician opens the upper
door to reveal his prediction (featured in a
different colored chalk), matches the
spectators’ freely chosen words.  This unique
principle by Ken Brooke and David Howarth,
features:

• No Force • No Assistants • No Electronics • No “One Ahead”
• No “Loading” the prediction from tables or envelopes, etc.

Just write the spectator’s words/answers and the magic is done!  Dimensions: 20
X 30-inches. Thanks to Rocky Clements for awarding us the Exclusive.  Each
piece is created using C&C technology in small limited runs—thus there may be a
few weeks delay in delivery. Optional & recommended: Custom foam lined,
hard shell plastic case available for $175.00.

$850     s&h incl.

Dr. Jak’s
Prediction Impossible

With Embellishments From Ted Lesley
A masterly crafted new edition from Louie
Gaynor!  If you want to perform a “real” mind-
blowing effect, this is it!

Read this miracle very carefully... A spectator places
a regular-size deck of cards in their pocket for a
prediction.  The performer then gives the spectator
a Jumbo deck to shuffle and mix.  He is then
instructed to turn the deck face down and remove
any Five cards, without looking at their face and place
them on the stand—backs toward the audience.  The
performer takes a black marker and draws a dot in

the middle of the board above the cards and asks the spectator to draw a line from
the dot to any one of the Five cards.  The performer then takes the small deck
from the spectator and reveals One card reversed in the deck.  He then proceeds
to turn over the marked selected Jumbo card and guess what—both cards Match!
The remaining Jumbo cards are then shown all to be different!  Packs flat,
plays big!  Comes complete with all you need—Dry Erase Foldable Stand, Cards,
Black Dry Erase Marker, Routine and custom-cloth carrying bag.

$165     s&h incl.
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Brand New From Fakini

Multiplying Billiard Balls (2-inch)...$155     s&h incl.

Multiplying Billiard Balls (1.75-inch)...$92.50     s&h incl.

Multiplying Billiard Balls (1 5/8-inch)...$95     s&h incl.

Multiplying Golf  Balls...$70     s&h incl.

Multiplying Billiard Balls
Prestige Red

Very Unique and Limited Opportunity. As
were made specifically for the famous
movie—The Prestige.  For those that
demand the absolute best—this formula
comes from, an exceptionally proprietary
pigment blend (this is a TRUE RED)—we are
happy to provide our customers for the first
time with the coveted Fakini Prestige Red

Manipulation Balls. These are absolutely GORGEOUS. Available in two sizes:
2-inch and 1.75-inch.

NOTE:  Due to the proprietary pigment the cost of producing is much
higher.  Finally a true, glossy red from Fakini!!

2-Inch...$310     s&h incl.     1.75-Inch...$188     s&h incl.

More Standard Sizes Below.......

Multiplying Billiard Balls
“Light”

Stevens Magic is excited to introduce for the
first time, a new concept in multiplying balls.
The "light" balls...These balls feature the
amazing gripability you have come to expect
however, they weigh at least half as much. It's
quite a unique experience when you first get
these balls. For those of you interested in a
lighter weighted Fakini Set—we have you covered. They are are really nice to
work with.

It should be noted however, as Stevens Magic always tries do to—that for every
benefit there is a cost, and that cost is that these balls do NOT bounce like the
standard sets. Life is all about trade-offs and/or finding the best fit for a specific
performance or performer. Stevens Magic and Fakini are honored to provide
these options for you!  Available only in WHITE at this time.  Who know's
how long they will be in stock.

1.75-Inch...$168     s&h incl.
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Quality Card Tricks

Panic
After years off the market, the best vanishing deck
routine in history is back, now available in red
and blue backs (please specify). Watch
Aaron Fisher's new 45-minute DVD training.
You'll be performing Panic for your own stunned
audiences in minutes!

Requires no skill. If you can hold a deck of cards
you can start amazing your friends in minutes.
Use with any Bicycle Rider or Mandolin
back design.  Perform it close-up, standup or
surrounded on the street. It looks like real magic!
Makes a stunning opener, amazing middle or a
powerhouse closer!  Instantly resets. Totally
Examinable.

DVD & Gimmick...$27     s&h incl.

Bicycle-Back ESP Cards
Might just be the best ESP deck we have seen. Not just because it’s printed by
Bicycle and has good quality, but look at the “complete” package you get with this
deck unlike traditional sets.  This is your “go to” ESP deck, for any style and color
cards you would need for virtually any special routines.

Full 56 Card Deck Containing:
2 Black Full Sets of Five Standard Cards, (circle, cross, wavy lines, square, star)
2 Red Full Sets, 2 Blue Full Sets, 2 Green Full Sets, 1 Orange Full Set, 1 Yellow
Full Set.

Bonus Cards:  6 Additional Cards—each representing a number between 6 and 11.

 $22.50     s&h incl.

HotHotHotHotHot
Item!Item!Item!Item!Item!

HotHotHotHotHot
Item!Item!Item!Item!Item!
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Highly Anticipated Exclusive
Neal Scryer & Friends

By Richard Webster
“Neal Scryer and Friends” is a “BIG”
book in many ways! It’s been one of the fastest
selling books on Mentalism we have ever sold,
and has generated an all time high number of
pre-orders for ANY other book we have ever
sold! You MUST visit our website for more
details and testimonials associated with this
ground breaking project!

At 671 pages, this 6 x 9-inch, hardback not
only has 33 new effects from Neal Scryer,
but an incredible offering of 115 effects from
87 of his friends from all over the world!  This
book will appeal to all mentalist and
psychics—because it contains a
tremendous variety of routines from all
disciplines of mentalism!

These include many high profile names, such as: Jerome Finley, Ted
Karmilovich, Mark Salem, Docc Hilford, Ron Chavis, Bob Casssidy (Dr.
Crow), Paul Shirley, Jeff Mc Bride, Paul Carnazzo, Esmeralda “Gypsy,”
Joshua Quinn, Craig Filicetti, S.E. Rivkin, Doug Dyment, Misaki Gabrielli,
Jonathan Stravinsky, Toni Iacoviello, Richard Mark, Aroldo Lattarulo,
Clairaudio, EXP, Joseph Curcillo, Richard Webster, Father Anthony,
Abha, Dan (Evil Dan) Terelmes, Prince Thebs, Colleen Terelmes, Rich
Hennessey, Neal Rider, Roy Shubert, Sal Franchino,Rick Roth, Bob
Killian, Nick Belleas, Allen Zingg, Mauricio Jaramillo, Bobby Torkova,
Greg Edmonds, David Thiel, Witch Doctor, Charles Garner, Patrick
Redford, Daniele Nigris, Anthony Jacquin, Kev Sheldrake, Ken Dyne,
Luca Volpe, Walter Davis, Sebastian Black, Jon Stetson, Looch, Scott
Grossberg, Raj Madhok,Alexander Thomas, Paul Romhany, TC Tahoe,
Thomas Heine & Rainer Mees (ParaLabs), Alexandre, Mota,Nefesch,
Meraux Dantes, Darrell Mac, Max Maven, Ross Johnson, Colin McLeod,
Paul Voodini, Banachek,Alain Nu, Pablo Amira, W. M. Barclay, Alexander
Nelson, Bill Montana, Christopher Taylor, John Riggs, Michael Weber,
Tony Razzano, Rudy Hunter, Iain Dunford, Carlos Emesqua, Owen
Darque, Juan David Arbelaez, Joe Zabel, Sibyl, H. Arcana.

“I politely don't give endorsements for books, but I want to make an exception
here. The information contained in this book is as rare and amazing as the
only word Annemann used to call forth the spirits, "Gabatha!" --Docc Hilford

After May 10, 2012...$259     + $15 Domestic & $47 International
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Stevens Publishing  Presents...
The Real Secrets
Of  The Chinese
Linking Rings

By Pete Biro
Countless magicians achieved
success commercially and with their
peers—and accomplished this

impressive feat by incorporating the classic
effect—Linking Rings.  One example that
comes to mind it would be Viktor Voitko,
who took this classic in a completely different
direction— and the rest is "his story" (and also
history).

This book has it all—everything you would ever
want to know about the Linking Rings. Never
before has there been a work that

encompasses so much about this favorite classic. From its rich illustrious history,
entertaining routines, and the showcasing of famous magicians who have built
their world wide reputations using this effect.  There is even a chapter on "linking
things" (that will serve as a mental spring board for magicians that want to create
"their" reputation using this effect in novel and unique ways). There really is
something for everyone in this book.

Here is a sampling of just some of the contributions and/or material provided from
top magicians featured in this exciting book.
•  Levent   •  Jay Marshall •  Terry Seabrooke  •  Trevor Lewis •  Robert Harbin

•  Al Baker •  Al Koran  •  Ken Brooke •  Paul Daniels  •  Fred Kaps
•  Karrell Fox  •  John Northern Hilliard •  George Blake  • George Armstrong

At 242 pages, with 400 illustrations this hardbound book is phenomenally priced!
It is compiled and written by Peter Andreas (Pete Biro). Foreword by David
Regal.  Edited and Proofread by: William Wells, Ph.D and Rich Cowley, AMA.
Copyright 2012—Stevens Publishing.

Pete has poured his heart and soul into this book, and it truly is a life's work 65
years in the making—being that is how long Peter has performed and learned all

there is to know about the Chinese Linking Rings.  Do
yourself a favor and grab this book at this phenomenal
price!  A true classic in Magic!

$55     s&h incl.

When orWhen orWhen orWhen orWhen ordering this book frdering this book frdering this book frdering this book frdering this book from usom usom usom usom us
yyyyyou will rou will rou will rou will rou will receiveceiveceiveceiveceive this FREE Gifte this FREE Gifte this FREE Gifte this FREE Gifte this FREE Gift

($25 v($25 v($25 v($25 v($25 value), while supplies last!alue), while supplies last!alue), while supplies last!alue), while supplies last!alue), while supplies last!
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Wonderfully Crafted Stories
Ray Goulet

Recollections Of
A Renaissance

Man
By Frank Dudgeon

with Ann Goulet
Ray had been told to put his

stories in a book... since he was no writer, Frank
Dudgeon took on the task of writing the book
for him.  He did not want it to be about him, he
wanted it to include his friends that he made in
magic and those in
showbiz as well.  You will
find many photos in this

book and though all are not included here, there is a story
behind each one!  The Foreword is by John Calvert.

No expense was spared with the production of this
hardcover book with dust jacket, LOADED with color
photographs showcasing the many aspects of Ray’s life
along with his Mini-Museum of Magic.  You will enjoy the
many personal stories of the Goulet’s days in show biz, the
people they met and friendships they made.  This is one
publication you will not want to miss!  There are 268 pages
with lots of color photos.   A collector’s dream!  Magic history at its best!

$68     s&h incl.

Thoughts From Vegas
By Ted Karmilovich

Taken from Ted’s most recent lecture,
Thoughts From Vegas, is filled with
commercial mentalism routines and serves
as a great sequel to his original Food For
Thought Lecture Notes.

Contains the following routines:
17, Projection Epic, Director’s Cut 3-D and
Horizontal Change Bag.

These Lecture Notes are a must have for
mentalists and magicians alike!

$20     s&h incl.
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Books With A Twist
Evillusions

By Paul Osborne with Michael Mosher
& Masklyn ye Mage

Horror film star Ron Fitzgerald sets the foreword
tone of this publication from Paul Osborne.

From magic's darker side comes part of the list of
illusion plans taken from the pages of Genii magazine:
Torture Chest Of Burhee, Reconstructed Man,
Dracula Escapes, Head Of Urus, Ask Clara, Death
By Cremation, Switch Wall,
Hand Of The Wolf, The Dreadful
Little Dreamhouse, Dracula's
Revenge, Ghost, Off With Her

Head, Head-X, The Torture Screens, Painless Surgery,
PunkinGal, Burn A Person, to name a few...

There is the Bill Neff story as well as plans for his most famous
illusion, The Noma. Famed Hollywood make up artist, Michael Mosher gives
you an all new make over in a chapter called "Being Goth".  We discover the magik
of Masklyn ye Mage with two signature pieces called Daemon Dirt and
Innerspection. EVILlusions is 84 pages of solid useable stuff!

$42.50     s&h incl.

Carnage
By Paul Carnazzo

Carnage is a collection of close-up
mentalism effects from Paul Carnazzo.

Included in this book are 10 items, many
of which are completely impromptu:  Salt,
Memory Blank, Magic Tree House, Hard Seven,
The White Dot Lesson, Duplication, Serendipity,
The Covert, Telepathic and Dementia.

Note that three of the effects described rely on
the English language, but it may be possible to
adapt these effects to other languages. Also note
that two of the effects described are
psychological in nature and the outcome may
not be as described 100% of the time.

Book is softcovered, perfect bound and contains 91 pages and size is 9 x 7-inches
$58     s&h incl.
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Books On Illusions
Populate

An Illusionary Appearance Of  A Small Crowd
By Mark Parker

Populate is Parker’s take on the Guy Jarrett 21-person
cabinet.  In this version an elevated framework structure,
screened with fabric is shown completely empty and
revolved 360 degrees. In an instant the fabric is stripped
away revealing the surprise appearance of 26 people.
The illusion is self- contained, performed away from any
backdrops and requires no black art. A stunning and

surprising appearance of a small crowd of people.
The illusion is described in detail complete with
dimensions and construction notes. The apparatus
required is designed to break down into individual
sections for easy transport.  Printed in glorious full
color throughout, complete with detailed 3
dimensional illustrations.

$33     s&h incl.

Illusionary Departures
By J C Sum

Over the last 8 years, this book has been revised,
updated, expanded and is now J C's BIGGEST illusion
book to date! It contains 35 illusions and stage routines
with carefully thought out designs, methodologies and
presentation plots that take into consideration
motivation, logic and credibility in the performance of
illusion.

Illusions detailed inside the book cover multiple genres
including penetrations, appearances, vanishes,
transpositions and escapes. Also shared are a variety of original stage routines

such as a logical time travel act, motivated torn and restored effect
and a silent theatrical piece with plot and progressive structure.

All the illusions were created for the working performer (from
new workers to seasoned professionals).  All props are designed
to pack down effectively for transport. Many of the illusions can
be built inexpensively and are suitable even for beginners.

This book features 145 pages of detailed illusion construction plans
as well as full illusion presentations, including: Visual Displacement, The Time
Machine, Creation Of Life, Black Art Case Table, Crystal Striptease, Sweepstakes,
Graffiti Girl and much more!

$98     s&h incl.
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New From Paul Romhany
Performing Mentalism For

Young Minds
Volume 2

This is the latest in the series of great and easy
to do mentalism for children.  For many years
this was incorrectly overlooked as a way to
entertain, but no more.  Volume 2 is LARGER
and has MORE ROUTINES, TRICKS and
ADVICE than Volume 1. This has OVER 55
routines direct from professional performer's
repertoires. Everything from walk-about to stand-
up shows. Many with props you can make

yourself or have in your cupboard.

This completes the two volume set for performers who want
to add some mentalism in to their show. Anybody who has
purchased Volume 1 will tell you that mentalism CAN and IS
being performed by magicians and mentalists for younger
minds around the world.

Contributors include—Bill Abbott, Greg Arce, Danny
Archer, Christopher Berry, Reg Blackwood, Greg Britt, Ken Dyne, Martin
Duffy, Andrew Gerard, Jim Gerrish, David Ginn, David Harris, Barry
Harvey, Michel Hout, Matthew Johnson, Cris Johnson and lots more
(check website for list).

$45     s&h incl.

Headline Prediction
Stand-Up Mentalism

As any seasoned professional performer will tell you,
performing a headline prediction is one of the BEST ways
to get major publicity. Tony Corinda said it best in 13
Steps To Mentalism, "the headline prediction almost
always gets results in getting a story in print, because it
is personal to the newspaper." Every time Paul takes his
one man show to a new city he gets FREE newspaper
publicity because he involves a local celebrity AND a local
newspaper.

It is also a great sell to corporate clients as you explain to
them they will become involved by being sent something
that will be a feature in the show. In this book Paul shares his version, which has
been in his professional act for over 20 years. It includes step-by-step instructions
and photos that will show you exactly how to make this up.  For more information
please check our website for details.

$20     s&h incl.
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Classic Collections Of Tricks
7-7-7

The 21 Card Trick
By Jon Racherbaumer

The 21 Card Trick is one of the single
best known card tricks by non-magicians.
A lay person asks a magician to show him

a card trick—it is the classic 21 Card Trick, where a
thought-of-card is discovered by a series of deals where
the magician or spectator deal three packets of seven cards
and eventually reveal the thought-of selection.

Published by Spade & Archer (Harry Anderson's Company) in 2011. Written by
Jon Racherbaumer. An 8.5 x 11-inches, Softcover, 198-pages with photos and
illustrations.  For more information please see our website.

$42     s&h incl.

Practical Magic
By Harry Anderson

The Magic Square has always been an
incredible presentation which proves to the
audience your superior intellect and math skills.
It has been performed the same way for its
entire existence—until Harry Anderson completely revamped
it. This new method reveals the totals as a large sheet of paper
is unfolded and torn into pieces, you no longer need
blackboards to write on so it becomes a stage piece that fits in
your pocket.  So, Harry's new magic square alone is worth
the price of this book. But you get more. The instruction book which is titled
"Practical Magic" is actually a force book that forces the trick titled Magic
Square.  The book also cues you on how to complete the square.  A 4.25 x 7-
inch, green softcover with 150 plus pages.  For more information on the
book please see our website.

Don’t Miss Harry’s Routine!   $48     s&h incl.

The FFFF Book
Over 20 years in the making! The FFFF Book is a collection
of routines and memories from and about the Fechter's Finger
Flicking Frolic Convention.

Contributors include Paul Gertner, Steve Beam, Pit Hartling,
Ray Ben, Dan Garrett, Harrison Carroll, David Lederman,
Steve Dushek, Doc Eason, Phil Goldstein, Tom Craven, Ray
Mertz, Bill Miesel, David Neighbors, Earl Oakes, Pete Tappan,
Scott Wells, Sid Lorraine, Ed Eckl, Tony Econ, David
Williamson, Mike Skinner, Allan Slaight, Gary Plants, Joe

Riding, Herb Zarrow and the head Forker himself, Obie O'Brien.

This is like being at the FFFF in person!   $53     s&h incl.
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Grab Your Attention!
Leaping Lizard Presents...
The Machine Oracle Deck

DVD & CD Rom
The Perfect way for Mentalists and Psychic
Entertainers to add readings to their offerings and
maintain it as JUST entertainment. A Unique
product that you can also use with your favorite
Bizarre or mentalism routines AND which allows
you a license to create as many decks, extra or
special cards and more for your own use WITH
NOTHING EXTRA TO BUY!  Comes with both
CD Rom and DVD.  For more information
please seen our website!

$75     s&h incl.

Shawn Farquhar’s
Extended Stay

Shawn performs and explains in detail an amazing series
of magic effect using hotel room keys.

Imagine an arsenal of magic in your wallet at a moment’s
notice.  These professionally created hotel room keys look
real and yet have hidden secrets designed into each one
of them to create magic in a minute.  For more
information please see our website!

DVD & Gimmick... $32     s&h incl.

Lewis Leval’s
Paint The Roses Red

On this DVD, you will learn a collection of Lewis’ working
effects that are easy to do and insanely powerful.  If that
wasn’t enough, you also have access to a 45-minute
roundtable discussion between Lewis and Dee Christopher
on subtleties and techniques that you can add into your
won performances to make them more powerful and
effective.

Shown on this DVD are...Harmony, Curiosity, Binary,
Off With His Head, Hack, Caterpillar Control and

Wardrobe Change.  Bonus—included four PDF files on the disc to expand
on some of the effects and subtleties taught.

$33     s&h incl.
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Gerry Frenette’s
Building Your Own Illusions

6-DVD Set
First TIME in MAGIC history! No professional builder
has ever shared his SECRET techniques...

This 6-DVD set is a complete course in Illusion
Building.  Everything is explained in detail from
expert Illusion builder Gerry Frenette!

• ALL of the information you need to know in order
to build your own Illusions and box effects!

• How to do everything from driving a screw to
advanced building techniques in mechanics and
engineering.

• How to get a great paint finish without spray equipment.
• How to build illusions right in your home (in a small space).
• Complete video instructions building three illusion projects.
• Dozens of tips, ideas and techniques using proven, stage-tested measurements.
• What materials and tools to use.
• How to make your illusion as deceptive as possible.
• Everything you need to make SMALL stage props as well.
• 5 DVD's packed full of information, plus a 6th BONUS data disc containing

drawings, blueprints, documents and photos!

$155     s&h incl.
Limin’s

Mix
Limin is the most creative magic artist and
the best effect designer in Taiwan. For the
first time Limin shares his particular ideas
to you. On this DVD, you will lean five
visual effects, and every DVD comes with
all props you need.

You will learn—Mix, Phantom Bill,
Wormhole, Immortal and Blockade.

"All I want is Limin's Brain! Mix just made my jaw drop."  --Red Tsai (The
Champion of Close-up in FISM Asia 2011)

"Limin is one of my best friends, he is very creative and talented. I think Mix is
truly eye-popping close-up illusion, sure to be a classic without a doubt!"
  --Hanson Chien (Creator of 2011s hit "Touch")

$30     s&h incl.

Truly Ingenious
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Franz Harary’s
Live In China

2-DVD Set
What a great premise—to be able to watch a full tour
go through the “ups and downs”.  This may not teach
any effects, but it’s solid 14k gold information!

For the very first time a candid documentary takes you
backstage and behind the scenes to detail the “real work”
of being a mega-illusionist.  Join Franz and his mega-
magic team as they summon all their passion and
dedication to triumph over impossible obstacles that
threaten to shutdown the entire production—over and
over again.

$32     s&h incl.

Mike Busby’s
PK Blista

PK Blista is a PK utility device that allows you to perform
incredible effects seemingly empty handed. It's silent,
virtually invisible and tiny enough to take up no pocket
space. If James Bond used a PK gimmick, this would be
the one! With a magnetic strength comparable to a PK
ring, the PK Blista has the added advantage of being
significantly quieter in use, opening up a whole new world
of performance possibilities!  Each 2 gimmicks supplied.
For more information on this DVD, please see
our website!

DVD & Gimmick...$28     s&h incl.

Mark Bendell’s
The Unknown

For the first time Mark Bendell releases some of his best
creations, including Bag 4 Life, Ouija Card and Back
To The Future. Sit back as Lee Smith and Gary Jones
bring the Bendell effects to life before a live audience
and get stunning reactions from material that is all
relatively easy to do. There are 13 stunning
routines on this DVD project that runs for
nearly two hours. Welcome to The Unknown!  For
more information on this DVD, please see our
website!

$33     s&h incl.

In-stock &
Ready To Ship!

Learning From The Best
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Take ADVANTAGE of either of these
coupons.  Not Valid On All Items

(Specials, Clearance, Non-
Discountable, etc.)

OR

Remember to mention the coupon you wish to
use as it is not given automatically!

Expiration date: June 15, 2012

Coupons For All

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
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 PriceDescription
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